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Abstract

We give a formula for the Dixmier-Douady class of a continuous-trace groupoid crossed product that
arises from an action of a locally trivial, proper, principal groupoid on a bundle of elementary C* -algebras
that satisfies Fell's condition.

2000 Mathematics subject classification: primary 46L05, 46L55.

1. Introduction

Throughout this note G will denote a second countable, locally compact, principal
groupoid with Haar system, stf will denote an elementary C*-bundle over G(0) that
satisfies Fell's condition, and a will denote a continuous action of G on &Z via
isomorphisms. Thus the pair (srf, a) is exactly what is needed to define an element
in the Brauer group Br(G) as defined in [4, Definition 2.14]. As a special case of [3,
Theorem 1], it follows that the groupoid crossed product C*(G; srf) has continuous-
trace if and only if G is a proper principal groupoid. Thus if C*(G; &/) has continuous
trace we can, and do, assume that that G = £2 * £2 = {(a>, co') e Q x £2 : p(co) =
pip)')) for a continuous open surjection p : Q —> Y. In this case we say that G
is a locally trivial, proper principal groupoid. In this note, we want to consider
the Dixmier-Douady class 8(C*(G;s>/)), and we compute 8(C*(G;s>/)) when p is
locally trivial. Our approach is motivated in part by [6, Section 1] where Raeburn and
Rosenberg consider the case where G is the transformation group groupoid G = H xQ
with Q a locally trivial principal //-bundle, and a is pulled back from a locally
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unitary action y of H on a stable continuous-trace C*-algebra B. Just as in [6,
Theorem 1.1], we show that we can assume that &/ is the pull-back p*B§ by the orbit
map p : G -» G(0)/ G of some locally trivial AT-bundle over G(0)/G. (Throughout, K
will denote the space of compact operators on a separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert
space. By a locally trivial AT-bundle over a space X, we shall mean a locally trivial
fibre bundle over X, with fibre K and structure group Aut(AT). We shall use [8] as our
basic reference on fibre bundles, sheaves, cohomology, etc.) In the event a satisfies
an additional hypothesis — similar to being pulled back from a locally unitary action
as in [6] — we show that S(C*(G; si/)) is a naturally defined perturbation of 8(B) in
complete analogy with [6, Theorem 1.5].

2. Locally trivial proper principal groupoids

Suppose that £2 and Y are second countable locally compact Hausdorff spaces, and
that p : Q —*• Y is a continuous, open surjection. Let G be the proper principal
groupoid Q * ft and identify G(0) with £2 and G(0)/G with Y. We'll say that G is
locally trivial if p : Q —*• Y is a locally trivial fibre bundle with fibre X. That is, we
assume there is a cover U = {£/,} of Y and continuous maps h, : p~l(Uj) —> Ut x X
such that the diagram

> UtxX

commutes for each i. In particular, we assume that there are continuous functions
£, : p~\Ui) -*• X such that

(1) hj(w) = (p(ot)), £,(a>)) forall&ie

Consequently, if Ujj := [/, D Uj ^ 0, then the diagram

Utj x X

P'I
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commutes. This, in turn, implies that for each u e Ujj there must be a continuous
map 4>ij (") : X —> X such that

(2) hj o h~\u, x) = («, 4>v (u)(x)) for all («, x) e Utj x X.

Further, since 4>jj(u)~l = 4>jj(u), we see that each </>/,(«) is a homeomorphism of
X. Consequently, </>y may be viewed as a function from t/y- to Homeo(X). A
straightforward computation shows that

(3) 4>lk{u) = 4>Jk(u) o frj (u) for all u e UIjk : = £/,• n f/7 n Uk.

REMARK 1. Homeo(X) can be made into a topological group in such a way that
hn -> /i in Homeo(X) if and only if given a net xn -*• x in X (with the same index
set), then hn(xn) —> /i(x) and ft"1^) -* ^~'0O- Then it is not hard to see that 4>ij is
continuous and that the transition functions {^y} determine p in the usual way.

EXAMPLE 2. Of course, the basic example of a locally trivial proper principal
groupoid is the transformation groupoid associated to a principal (left) //-space Q. for
a locally compact group H. In this case, the fibre space X is just / / , and we also want
the local trivializations /i, to be //-equivariant. In particular, there are continuous
functions sy : Ify -*• H such that </>y (u)(t) = tSjj(u) for all t e H. Furthermore,
equation (3) is equivalent to

(4) s,j(u)sjk(u) = sik(u) for all u € Uljk.

Therefore the elements {sy} determine the class [p] of the principal bundle p in
/ / ' (y , "K) where IK is the sheaf of continuous //-valued functions and H\Y,0i)
is the the first sheaf cohomology set determined by "K [8, Remark 4.54]. When we
return to this example in the sequel, we will identify the transformation group groupoid
H x Q with G = Q * Q via the map (f, co) (->• (a>, r 1 -co). (Recall that H x Q,
is the groupoid with unit space {e} x Q identified with Q and with range and source
maps s(t, co) =z t~x • oo and r(t, a>) = co. Then we have (t, co)(s, t~l • co) = (ts, co)
and (r,cy)"' = ( r \ r 1 • <u).)

REMARK 3. It is a matter of taste as to whether #y- or </>;, appears in (2). Our taste
might seem off in view of (3), but we have purposely endured bitter herbs in order
enjoy (4) even if H is not abelian. In either case, it is important fact of life that any
formula for the Dixmier-Douady class that depends on standard topological data, such
as transition functions like the </>y, depends up to a sign on choices such as that made
in (2). This will be important in comparing our result to other calculations in the
literature (see Example 14).
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Now we want to see how the locally triviality of p is reflected in the groupoid
structure of G. We can define a topological groupoid isomorphism jfc, : Gl^-i^/,) -»•
X x U,• x X by

(5) i(eo, co') := (t;,(co),p(co), &(<y')).

Here X x £/, x X is the groupoid that has unit space identified with X x Ut, orbit
space identified with U, and multiplication given by (x, u, y)(y, u, z) = (x, u, z). If
p(2) : G -> G(0)/ G = Y is given by p(1)(u>, co') := p(o>), then we have commutative
diagrams

G\P-HU, > X x [/,• x X

and

X x £7y x X

X x Uy x X

In particular, we claim that

(6) k]ok-\x,u,y

To see this, consider

G\p-i(U,j) > Uy.

which equals the right-hand side of (6) in view of (1) and (2).
We include the following lemma to motivate some of the constructions in the next

section. At this point, it will be convenient to introduce the notation co for p(co). This
will make some of the more complicated formulas below, and elsewhere, a bit easier
to digest.

LEMMA 4. Suppose that p : Q -> Y is a locally trivial fibre bundle with fibre X and
that G = Q * Q. If H is a topological groupoid and if a : G —> H is a continuous
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groupoid homomorphism, then there is open cover {(7,} of Y and continuous maps
ft : p~l(Uj) -> H such that

(7) a(co, co') = iMu>M• («')" ' far (co, a/) 6 G|P-.W).

REMARK 5. It is implicit in the statement ofLemma 4 that r(\j/j(co)) = r(a(GJ, &;'))>
while s(x(ri(a))) and, more generally, xj/j(co)~l\j/j(co) depend only on p(co), for

PROOF OF LEMMA 4. Choose {£/,}, /i, : p~\Ui) -> U, x X and &, : G|p-i(U) ->•

X x (/,• x X as above. For each i, fix z, e X and define

i/r,(&j) := a o £"'(£,(&;), <i>, z,),

and observe that if (co, co') e G|p-i(£/,), then

o(<u, co') := a o t r 1 ^ , . ^ ) , d>, ?,-(aj'))

= a o i - ' f e M , d), z,)a o i - ' f e , d,, f,.(fi,')) = McoWiivY1

as required. D

3. The Dixmier-Douady class

First, it will be helpful to recast [3, Theorem 1] in terms of Brauer groups as
defined in [4]. (We follow the notation and terminology of [4]. In particular, 23t(G)
denotes the collection of pairs (&/, a) of the kind we have been considering, while
Br(G) denotes their Morita equivalence classes.) To start off, we only need G to be
a proper and not necessarily locally trivial. Our next result should be compared with
[4, Proposition 11.2].

THEOREM 6. If G is a second countable, locally compact, proper principal group-
oid, then there is an isomorphism o/Br(G) onto Br(G(0)/G) which sends (&/, a) e
iBc(G) to the class of the bundle representing the crossed product C*(G\s/) in
Sc(G( 0 )/G). The inverse is given by sending SB e <Bt(G<0)/G) to (p*BS, r <g> 1)
where p : G<0> - • G(0)/ G is the quotient map, p*88 — [(co, b) : co — p®(b)) is the
pull-back and (r <g> l)(a, «/,(a/, b) — (co, b).

PROOF. It follows from [5, Proposition 2.2] and [4, Theorem 4.1] that [sf, a] *->
[srfG*n] is an isomorphism of Br(G) onto Br(G(0)/G), where ^ G "" = st(#/)/G and
where st(srf) is the pull-back of si to G via the source map s (see, for example, [4,
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page 914]). Furthermore, [3, Theorem 1] implies that C0(G
(0)/G, srfGm) is Morita

equivalent to C*(G\ &/). This proves the first assertion.
On the other hand, [4, Theorem 4.1] implies that the inverse is given by

"'•, id0"*] ,

where G(0)Op is G(0) regarded as a left-G, right-G(0>/G equivalence (see, for example,
[4, page 924]). However, G(0)Op is easily seen to be isomorphic (as an equivalence)
to the graph of p, Gr(p), where Gx(p) := {(&>, u>) : u> e G(0>} (see also Section 6 of
[4]). Therefore [4, Lemma 6.5] implies that

= \p*a, P* id].

Noting that p * id = r ® 1 completes the proof. •

As a corollary, we get the following version of [6, Theorem 1.1].

COROLLARY 7. Suppose that [&/, a] e Br(G). Then there is a locally trivial K-
bundle 88 over Y such that [&/, a] = [p*88, B\ In particular, the Dixmier-Douady
class 8(jz/) must lie in the image p*(H3(Y;Z)) of the map p* : H\Y;2) -> H3(Q;1)
induced by p.

PROOF. Since rc«» := (G(0) x K, T ® 1 ) acts as the identity inBr(G), wecan replace
(£/, a) with (&/ <S>c"» (G(0) x K), a ® (r <g> 1)). Thus we may as well assume that
A := C0(G(0), #/) is stable. It follows from Theorem 6 and [7, Proposition 1.4(1)]
that &{s/) := 8(A) e p*(H3(Y;l)). Thus there is a stable continuous-trace C*-
algebra B with spectrum Y such that A = p*B [7, Proposition 1.4(2)]. In view of
[8, Proposition 5.59], we may assume that B = C0(Y, 88) where 38 is a locally trivial
^-bundle with structure group Aut K as required. •

Let 3S be a locally trivial K"-bundle over Y as in Corollary 7. It follows from [8,
Proposition 4.53] for example, that there is a cover U = {£/,} of Y by pre-compact sets
and continuous functions o^ from f/y into Aut K with the point-norm topology such
that a = {o^ } form a 1-cocycle in the set Z'(U, S) (where we'll use S for the sheaf
of germs of continuous Aut K valued functions on Y) such that 88 is isomorphic to

(8) JJ Ui x tf/~,
i

where we identify (j, u, T) with (i, u, ais (u)(T)). Furthermore, the Dixmier-Douady
class 8(88) is the image of A ([a]) e H2(Y,S) in Hl{Y\T) where A : // '(K, S) ->•
H2(Y, S) is the bijection given in [8, Proposition 4.83]. Thus, refining U if necessary,
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we can assume that there are continuous functions /i,y from Ify into the unitary group
U(K) of (the multiplier algebra of) K with the strict topology such that

(9) cry (ii) = Ad fiu (u) for all u e Utj.

(Of course, U(K) is the isomorphic to the unitary group of the underlying Hilbert
space of K endowed with the strong topology.) Then A ([a]) is represented by
v := {viJk} e H2(V, 8) given by vijk(u)^ik(u) - fx.tj(u)fj,Jk(u).

If SB is of the form (8), then srf :=p*3S is of the form

(10) \\p-\WxKI~,
i

where we identify (/, co, T) with (i, co, ov (d>)(T)). Thus if {p*B8, a) € 2k (G) , there
must be continuous groupoid homomorphisms

(11) Jti '. G\p-im -> Aut K

such that

a{co, co')([i, co', T]) = [i, co, n,(a>, co')(T)].

Note that if (co, co') 6 G\p-ny.), then co = co' and

(12) Oij (cb) O 7Vj(cO, CO') = Ttj (CO, Co') O CTy (cb).

Assume that G is locally trivial with kt, ht, £, and cpy defined as in Section 1. Then
we fix some zt e X and define

ft :p-l(Ui)-+ AutK

by

Then, as in Lemma 4,

ni(co,co') =

Now we observe that

(13) fi(co)~l oaij(co)o\jfj (co)

= ni(k;1(^i(co), cb, a,))~ o jti(k~\^j(co), cb, Zj)) o cty (a>)

which, since cj>ji(cb)(^j(co)) = %i(co), is

= 7ii(k~l(Zi, cb, b(co))) o ni(k~\^(co), cb, <f>ji(cb))) o atj (cb)

(14) = m(k'x (Zi, cb, <(>j t(cb)(zj )))oatj (cb).

In particular, (13) depends only on the class a) of a; in Y.
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THEOREM 8. Suppose that G is a second countable, locally compact, locally trivial,
proper principal groupoid, that 98 is a locally trivial K-bundle over Y and (p*98, a) e
2$t(G), U, Vi 0/1J o~ij are as defined above. Then

(15) ft (co) = Mo>rl o CT0 (co) o rlfj (co)

defines a class p in H1(Y, §) which depends only on [p*98, a] e Br(G). Furthermore,
the Dixmier-Douady class of the corresponding groupoid crossed product C* (G\p*98)
is the image of A(P) in H3(Y; Z).

PROOF. It follows from Theorem 6 that <5(C(G; p*98)) depends only on \p*98, a].
It is clear from (14) and (15) that {ft} defines a cocycle in Z'(U, 8) and therefore a
class 0 in // '(K, S). It will suffice to see that the image of A03) is &(C*(G;p*&)).

Since the proof of [3, Theorem 1] implies that C*(G, p*BS) is Morita equivalent
to Co (Y, p * 981G) where p * SSI G is the orbit space on p * 98 with respect to the right
action of G given by [i,co, T] • (co, co') = [i,oj',ni(co',co)(T)], it will suffice to
compute 8(p*@/G). We'll denote the image of [i, co, T] in p*98/Gby li, co, 71 .
Let V = {V;-} be a cover of Y such that ~Vt C Ut ([8, Lemma 4.32]). Let P be a
rank-one projection in K. If w 6 p~\Ui), then

[i, <u, y.(o/)(r)] • (io, co') = [i, oJ, jr,(to', co) o ir,(co)(T)] = [i, w', ^

Therefore OJ H^ [[i, <y, l A i C ^ C ) ! is a rank-one projection field in (p*98/G)\p-^v,)-
Fell's vector-valued Tietze extension theorem [2, Theorem II. 14.8] implies that the
restriction to V̂  extends to a global section qt e C0(Y, p*98/ G) such that

qi(6>) = li, co, ir,(io)(P)J for all <b e V,.

We may as well assume that there are continuous functions Oy : Uy -*• U(K) such
that

Pij (co) = Ad By (co) for all co & Uy.

Of course, V is a refinement of U with the same index set and A(^) is given by the
2-cocycle {e^} on V defined by

9ij(d))9Jk(d)) = €iJk((b)9ik(cb) forw € Vijk.

As above, there is a vtJ e CQ(Y,p*98/G) such that

Vij (a>) = li, co, jlfi(eo)(P0tj (£)*)! for to € %.
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For co e Vy, we certainly have

(16) Vu (d>)vtf (co)* = li, co, ^i(<u)(P)I = qt(cb),

while

(17) vy (cbTvy (cb) = [i, co, McoKOjj (c^Pey (cb

= lUco,iri(co)opij(cb)(P)l

= li>co>aij(cb)oxl,J(co)(P)l

Thus we have just the set-up for [8, Lemma 5.28]. So to find the Dixmier-Douady
class, we compute that

WVgbb)* = U,(O, fj

= li, co, ay (co) o fj(co)(ejk(cb)P)WU

= li, co, Wco) o Pij(cb)(6jk(cb)P)Wi, co, ̂ ,
= li, co,

= eijk(co)li, co,

Thus [8, Lemma 5.28] implies that A(/J) = [{€,,•*}] gives the Dixmier-Douady class
of C*(G; p*9S) as claimed. •

DEFINITION 9. Let G = Q * fi be a locally trivial proper principal groupoid, and
let SB be a locally trivial AT-bundle with structure group Aut K. Then an action of a of
G onp*3§ is called a locally unitary pull-back if there is a cover U of Y and continuous
functions u, : p~l(Ui) ->• U(K) such that ir((co) = Adu,((w) for all co € p~l(Ut).

REMARK 10. Note that if a is as in Definition 9, then there are actually groupoid
homomorphisms M, : G|p-i([/.) —> U(K) such that n,(co,co') = Adw,(<w, co'), where

Since a^ (co) o 7r,(a>, co') = TCJ (CO, CO') O ais (co), there are continuous groupoid ho-
momorphisms

(18) ky : Glp-nj/i) -> C such that OJJ(CO)~(UJ(CO, co')) = kij(co, co')uj(co, co').

REMARK 11. We want to think of {Xy} as a generalized Phillips-Raeburn obstruc-
tion for a. It is possible to view (18) as defining a class in a certain sheaf cohomology
group, which we would naturally denote Hl(Y, S), but we will not pursue that here.
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EXAMPLE 12. Suppose that 38 is a locally trivial AT-bundle with transition functions
{<jy} as above and that y : H -» Aut Q,(Y, 38) is a locally unitary automorphism
group. If p : Q -> K is a principal //-bundle, then let G = ft * ft and a the
action of G on p * ^ 1 obtained by the pull-back: p*y : H —• Autp*,^ given by
P*Ys(f)(o) = Ys(f (•*"' • <y)). Since y is locally unitary, we can assume U has
been taken so that there are strongly continuous homomorphisms v': : U, x H ->•
U(K) such that a{s • co, co)([i, cb, T]) = [i, cb, v^c^Tv^cb)*]. Then the continuous
functions £y : Uy -> H defined by CTy (<i>)(i^(a>)) = f,y(dj)(j)uj(a)) determine a class
f (y) e / / ' (K, CKab) called theJ'hillips-Raeburn obstruction for y (see, for example,
[1, Proposition 3.3]). (Here %ih is the dual of the abelianization / / / [ / / , H] of H
which coincides with the collection of characters on / / . ) Note that for a as above,

7T,-(&>, a/) = Ad «,(&), w') where M,(5 • co, a>) = Wj(d)).

Thus the generalized Phillips-Raebum obstruction and the original are, in this case,
related by Xy (s • a>, co) = £y (cb)(s).

THEOREM 13. Suppose that G is a second countable, locally compact, locally
trivial, proper principal groupoid, and that {p*38, a) e 93t(G) is a locally unitary
pull-back, with 3S a locally trivial K-bundle as above. Then, with ky as defined in
(18), the equation

w) = kij (kj\zj, cb, <pkj (cb)(zk)))

defines an element {a, p) in H3(Y; Z) which depends only on [p*3S, a] e Br(G) and
&(B&). Furthermore, the Dixmier-Douady class of the crossed-product is given by the
formula

(19) S(Ct(G,p*m) = S(3S)+(a,p).

PROOF. Since the class of the crossed product only depends on [p*3§, a], it will
suffice to establish (19). We adopt the notation used in the proof of Theorem 8. Thus
8{C*{G;p*38)) is given by {fy*} where

vik(cb)*Vjj (co)* — €(jk(cb)vik(cb)* for all co e Vyk, and

v,j(cb) :=|[i,<w,^,-(

We may assume that S (38) is given by a cocycle {vijk} which is determined by functions

My : Uij -» U(K) such that

<Ty (co) = Ad /xy (co) and v,yk (cb)^ik (cb) — /zv- (co)n.jk(cb).
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Since a is a locally unitary pull-back, we can, in view of (14), write

Py (cb) = Adfy (a;), where 0y(cb) = ut(k~l(Zi, cb, <pji(cb)(zj)))fiij(ob)

with M, as defined in Remark 10. But then

8ij (cb)OJk(cb) = Ui(k~\zi, cb, <t>ji(co)(Zj)))nij (cb)

x uj (k~* (zj, cb, <j>kJ (cb)(zk)))iijk(cb)

x f

= xijk(cb)vijk(cb)ui(k~\zi, cb, (t>ki(w

= Xijk(cb)vijk(cb)dik(cb).

It follows that [XijkVijk) is a 2-cocycle defining 8[C*(G, p*3&)). In particular, xiJk is
also a 2-cocycle and we're done. D

EXAMPLE 14. We should compare our Theorem 13, in the setting of Example 12,
with [6, Theorem 1.5]. To see that our formula coincides with Raeburn and Rosen-
berg's, we have to see that our (a, p) is the same as their (y,p). However,

= hj {h~\zj, co), h~x (zk • skj (co), <b)).

If, as we may, we take z, = e for all /, then

Ay (co, skj (cb) • co) = hj (cb)(sjk(d)))

which certainly appears to be a representative for Raeburn and Rosenberg's (y, p).
Unfortunately we used a different convention in (2) and (4) from the one used in [6,
Theorem 1.5]. In view of this, our (a, p) should be — (y, p). The difference seems
to be that the expression "Ad(M[y (/) (t)vtj (t))" in the middle of page 15 in the proof of
[6, Theorem 1.5] should be "Ad(H[.i(()(r)i;y (/))"•
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